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provide a possible solution to the ode safety problem, even
in appli ations involving mobile ode [12℄.
In this paper, we present the rst results from a proje t
to determine if PCC and ertifying ompilers an be applied
to programming languages of realisti size and omplexity.
We show that: (1) it is possible to implement a ertifying
native- ode ompiler for a language that has obje ts and
lasses, user-de ned ex eptions and ex eption handling, and
oating-point arithmeti ; (2) the ompiler is freely able to
apply many standard lo al and global optimizations; and
(3) the PCC binaries it produ es are of reasonable size and
an be rapidly he ked by a small proof- he ker.
In this paper, we support these laims by presenting some
design and implementation details of an optimizing ompiler
alled Spe ial J that ompiles Java byte ode [7℄ into target
ode for the Intel x86 ar hite ture [5℄. While spa e limitations prevent us from giving a thorough a ount of the design
and implementation of Spe ial J, we an illustrate the main
features and te hniques of the system through the use of a
running example, fo using mainly on advan ed language features su h as obje ts, ex eptions, and oating-point arithmeti . In parti ular, we hope to highlight the fa t that the
ompiler and the target ode produ ed by it are largely onventional, ex ept for a small number of assembly language
annotations that are used by the proof-generation and proofhe king infrastru ture.
After a review of some of the ba kground for this work in
Se tion 2, we present in Se tion 3 a small Java program that
is the basis for the examples that run throughout the rest
of the paper. The example, though small, is not a \toy" in
the sense that it makes use of some of the advan ed features
of Java. With this example, we an dis uss the main phases
of ertifying ompilation (Se tion 3), veri ation ondition
generation (Se tion 4) and nally proving (Se tion 5), with
an emphasis on the annotations produ ed by the ompiler
and the he king obligations that are entailed.
Throughout the development of Spe ial J, we en ountered many situations where PCC helped us identify and
lo alize bugs in the ompiler. Many of these bugs would
have been extremely diÆ ult to dis over by standard testing te hniques. We believe that this has saved us months
of development time. On the other hand the fa t that the
ompiler must insert spe ial annotations into the target ode
introdu es new opportunities for bugs. We try to give some
feel for this development pro ess in Se tion 6. Finally, we
on lude with our plans for future work and some thoughts
on the prospe ts for a pra ti al PCC system.

Abstra t

This paper presents the initial results of a proje t to determine if the te hniques of proof- arrying ode and ertifying
ompilers an be applied to programming languages of realisti size and omplexity. The experiment shows that: (1)
it is possible to implement a ertifying native- ode ompiler
for a large subset of the Java programming language; (2)
the ompiler is freely able to apply many standard lo al and
global optimizations; and (3) the PCC binaries it produ es
are of reasonable size and an be rapidly he ked for type
safety by a small proof- he ker. This paper also presents
further eviden e that PCC provides several advantages for
ompiler development. In parti ular, generating proofs of
the target ode helps to identify ompiler bugs, many of
whi h would have been diÆ ult to dis over by testing.
1 Introdu tion

In earlier work, Ne ula and Lee developed proof- arrying
ode (PCC) [11, 13℄, whi h is a me hanism for ensuring the
safe behavior of programs. In PCC, a program ontains
both the ode and an en oding of an easy-to- he k proof.
The validity of the proof, whi h an be automati ally determined by a simple proof- he king program, implies that
the ode, when exe uted, will behave safely a ording to
a user-supplied formal de nition of safe behavior. Later,
Ne ula and Lee demonstrated the on ept of a ertifying
ompiler [14, 15℄. Certifying ompilers promise to make
PCC more pra ti al by ompiling high-level sour e programs
into optimized PCC binaries ompletely automati ally, as
opposed to depending on semi-automati theorem-proving
te hniques. Taken together, PCC and ertifying ompilers
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derived via a one-pass inspe tion of the program. The resulting safety predi ate has the property that its logi al validity
implies that the ode behaves safely. In the terminology of
program veri ation, the safety predi ate is referred to as
the veri ation ondition, or simply VC, and the pro ess of
deriving it from the ode is alled VC generation [2℄.
We will say more about the nature of the VC's in the next
se tion. However, it is important to point out that a number of annotations are provided with the native ode. Some
of these annotations are purely optional and serve only to
simplify VC generation. On the other hand, some annotations, su h as loop invariants, are required in order to make
automati VC generation possible at all. The examples of
the next se tion will illustrate both kinds of annotations.
On e a VC is obtained, the proof an then be he ked
to see if it is in fa t a valid proof of the VC. The proofs
are written in a logi al proof system that is de ned by a
olle tion of proof rules. The pre ise notion of safety that is
enfor ed by the system is thus de ned by the ombination
of the VC generation pro ess and the logi al proof rules that
govern what an be written in the predi ates and proofs.
The proof rules, and the proofs themselves, are represented in a variant of the Edinburgh Logi al Framework
(LF) [3℄. In LF, the inferen e rules of the proof system
are de ned as an LF signature. Type he king the LF representation of a proof is then suÆ ient for proof he king.
LF is a small language whi h an be eÆ iently type he ked
with a small program. Furthermore, Ne ula and Lee showed
how some type information an be elided from the LF terms
and then re onstru ted during type he king [16℄, thereby
greatly redu ing the size of the en oded proofs.
The right side of Figure 1 shows the ode produ er's part
of the pro ess. A ertifying ompiler is used to take a sour e
program with known safety properties (typi ally derived via
type he king) and then ompile it into annotated native
ode. In order to generate an appropriate proof, the produ er derives the same VC that the host will derive, and
then submits the VC to a proof generator. The proof generator then onstru ts the LF representation of the proof in
the logi al system de ned by the proof rules.
As we will see in the examples later in the paper, the
annotations deposited by the ompiler into the native ode
allow VC's of a predi table form to be generated. This fa t
is exploited by the proof generator so that it an be guaranteed to nd a proof automati ally for any orre t output
produ ed by the ompiler. Hen e, the ombination of the
ertifying ompiler, VC generator, and proof generator an
be viewed by the programmer as a \bla k box," with essentially the same fun tionality as a onventional ompiler,
ex ept, of ourse, that the target programs arry proofs.
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Figure 1: The ar hite ture of our PCC implementation. The
ode produ er uses a ertifying ompiler to generate annotated native ode. A veri ation ondition (VC) is then
derived from this and then proved by the proof generator.
The annotated ode and proof together onstitute the PCC
binary whi h is transmitted to the host.
2 Ba kground

The purpose of proof- arrying ode is to make it possible for
a host system to determine if a program will behave safely,
prior to installing and exe uting it. This is a omplished by
requiring that the program's produ er provide eviden e, in
some easy-to-verify form, that the program is well-behaved.
As the name implies, this eviden e often takes the form of
a mathemati al proof of a safety property, although other
forms of eviden e are also possible. The potential engineering advantage of PCC derives from the fa t that it is usually
easy to he k a proof of a program even if generating it is difult. Thus, the hard work of determining safety is shifted
from the program's onsumer to its produ er.
As a pra ti al matter, the program's produ er usually
has more information available for reasoning about the program's safety, and thus an obtain a proof more easily than
an the host. For example, suppose programs are transmitted from the produ er to the host in native- ode form.
Suppose further that the produ er generates native ode by
writing programs in a type-safe language su h as ML or
Java. The produ er then knows that, barring any bugs in
the ompiler, the generated target ode for ea h sour e program is also type-safe. Of ourse, ompilers are never bugfree. But by arranging for the ompiler to atta h enough
eviden e (in the form of a proof) that ea h ompilation it
arries out did in fa t preserve type safety, any host that
re eives the target ode an examine this eviden e to satisfy
itself that the ode is in fa t type safe. Following Ne ula and
Lee, we refer to this on ept of a ompiler that automati ally
generates proof- arrying ode as a ertifying ompiler [15℄.
Figure 1 shows the overall ar hite ture of our implementation of PCC. On the left side of the gure we see the
host's part of the pro ess, whi h begins when a native- ode
binary and its proof are re eived from the ode produ er. In
order to ensure that the given proof is in fa t a safety proof
for the given program, the exa t predi ate to be proved is

3 Compiling Java into Annotated Binaries

Our ompiler a epts lass les ontaining Java byte odes
and produ es annotated x86 assembly language. In the
front-end of the ompiler the program is analyzed to determine the lass hierar hy and the layout of the obje ts.
We use a standard obje t layout with ea h obje t ontaining a pointer to a des riptor of the lass to whi h it belongs.
Following this pointer the obje t ontains spa e for storing
the per-instan e elds, starting with the elds of the most
distant an estor and ending with the elds added by the
lass to whi h the obje t belongs. The lass des riptor table
(CDT) ontains the same meta information that the lass
le ontains, su h as the number and types of elds and the
2

/* Polynomial obje ts. */
lass Poly {
Poly(float[℄ oeffi ients) { ... }

/* Polynomial root-finding appli ation */
publi
lass Root {
/* Find the root of the given polynomial */
stati float find(Poly p, float pre ision,
float x, float dx)
throws NotFound { ... }

/* Evaluate the polynomial at x */
float eval(float x) {
float term = 1.0f;
float result = 0.0f;
for (int i=0; i< oeffi ients.length; i++) {
result += oeffi ients[i℄ * term;
term *= x;
}
return result;
}

/* Main method for the appli ation */
publi stati float example() {
float root = 0.0f;
float[℄ oeffi ients = {1.0f, 1.0f};
Poly p = new Poly( oeffi ients);
try {
root = Root.find(p, 0.0001f, 0.0f, 0.01f);
}
at h (NotFound exn) { root = exn.val; }
finally { return root; }
} }

private float[℄ oeffi ients;
/* Ex eption in ase no root is found */
lass NotFound extends Ex eption { ... }

Figure 2: Ex erpts of the sour e ode for the sample polynomial root- nding appli ation.

_example__4root4Root:
...
; reate oat array (elided)
all __Jv_newFloatArray
...
; initialize array (elided)
all __Jv_b opy
...
; reate Poly obje t (elided)
all ___4root4PolyAF
...
; enter try blo k

_eval__4root4PolyF:
pushl %ebp
movl %esp, %ebp
movl 8(%ebp), %ebx
; get this
movl 4(%ebx), %eax
; get this. oeÆ ients
testl %eax, %eax
; null he k
je
L43
L42: movl 4(%eax), %edx
; get oeÆ ients.length
testl %edx, %edx
; if 0 then skip loop
jle
L47
L46: flds LC1
; initialize term
fldz
; initialize result
xorl %edx, %edx
; initialize i
movl 4(%eax), %e x
; get oeÆ ients.length
jmp
L31
L44: fx h %st(1)
; result on top of FPU
L31: ANN_LOOP(
INV = f(lt edx (sel4 rm (add eax 4))),
(ge edx 0),
(type f7 jfloat),
(type f6 jfloat)g,
MODREG = fedi,edx,eflags,esi,
f0,f1,f2,f3,f4,f5,f6,f7,fflagsg)
L38: flds 8(%eax, %edx, 4) ; load oeÆ ients[i℄
fmul %st(2), %st(0)
; * term
faddp
; + result
fx h %st(1)
; term on top of FPU
fmuls 12(%ebp)
; *x
L36: in l %edx
; i++
mpl %e x, %edx
; i < oeÆ ients.length?
jl
L44
; loop ba k if yes
jmp
L32
L47: fldz
; if skipped loop,
fldz
; result = 0.0
L32: fx h %st(1)
; result on top of FPU
fstp %st(1)
; remove term
movl %ebp, %esp
; return result
popl %ebp
ret
L43: all __Jv_ThrowNullPointer
ANN_UNREACHABLE
nop

; install at h-all

INSTALL_1HANDLER(__CL_4java4lang9Throwable,L51)
movl -8(%ebp), %eax
movl %eax, -16(%ebp) ; spill p
movl -4(%ebp), %e x
movl %e x, -12(%ebp) ; spill oeÆ ients
movl $0, -20(%ebp)
; initialize and spill root

; install at h handler

INSTALL_1HANDLER(__CL_4root8NotFound,L52)
pushl LC3
; arg 0.01f
pushl LC0
; arg 0.0f
pushl LC4
; arg 0.0001f
pushl -16(%ebp)
; arg p
all _find__4root4RootL4root4PolyXFFF ; all nd
addl $16, %esp
fstps -20(%ebp)
; store result in root
UNINSTALL_HANDLERS(2)
; uninstall at h & at h-all
nop
L56: flds -20(%ebp)
; nally blo k
movl %ebp, %esp
popl %ebp
ret
L52: testl %eax, %eax
; at h handler blo k
je
L58
; null he k on exn
L57: movl 4(%eax), %ebx
; get exn.val
movl %ebx, -20(%ebp) ; store into root
UNINSTALL_HANDLERS(1)
; uninstall at h-all
jmp
L56
; go to nally blo k
L51: flds -20(%ebp)
; at h-all handler blo k
movl %ebp, %esp
popl %ebp
ret
L58: all __Jv_ThrowNullPointer
ANN_UNREACHABLE
nop

Figure 3: Target ode for the Poly.eval method.

Figure 4: Target ode for the Root.example method.
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number and signatures of methods. The CDT also ontains
a pointer to the virtual method table (VMT).
In addition to these tables the ompiler generates annotated assembly language. Ex ept for the annotations the
output of the ompiler is similar to that of onventional
ompilers. In order to des ribe the annotations and a few
more details regarding the ompilation strategy we will use
a sample Java program whose ode is shown in Figure 2.
Three lasses are de ned. Class Poly implements polynomials, whi h are represented as an array of oeÆ ients. The
method eval evaluates a polynomial at a given value. Class
Root provides the main method, example, whi h reates a
polynomial obje t and then invokes the method find to
sear h for a root of the polynomial. If no root is found,
then the NotFound ex eption is thrown.
The result of ertifying ompilation of the methods eval
and example is shown in Figures 3 and 4, respe tively. These
gures, whi h use the Gnu syntax for x86 assembly ode,
show that the output of ertifying ompilation is largely
onventional, ex ept for annotations su h as ANN_LOOP and
ANN_UNREACHABLE. The names of the external symbols have
been \mangled" so that ea h name in ludes pa kage, lass,
and type information to aid in resolving overloaded symbols. Also, to simplify the presentation, the target ode for
example uses two ma ros, whi h are de ned in Figure 5.
In the ode for eval, the ANN_LOOP annotation provides
a loop invariant that states assumptions on the live registers
and sta k slots that are modi ed in the loop that starts at
label L31. Ea h loop invariant must de lare a set of onditions that are laimed to hold every time the exe ution
rea hes that point in the program. Also, to simplify the job
of the VC generator, the loop invariant annotation must also
de lare the set of registers that might hange their value in
between su essive exe utions of the loop.
One typi al invariant ondition is a typing de laration
for the ontents of a ma hine register. For example, the last
two onditions in the loop invariant state that FPU registers f6 and f7 (addressed by operands %st(0) and %st(1)
at loop entry) ontain valid on rete representations of the
Java float type (i.e., valid IEEE single-pre ision numbers).
In the absen e of optimizations, a ompiler need only generate these kinds of onditions; this is simple to a hieve.
For the purposes of our presentation, we have taken the
output of the Spe ial J ompiler for the eval method and applied further global optimizations by hand. Spe i ally, we
have hoisted and eliminated several null-pointer and arraybounds he ks. (The ode we show for example, on the
other hand, is exa tly the output produ ed by Spe ial J.)
To support the erti ation stage in the presen e of su h
optimizations, we have also added the rst two invariant
onditions shown in the invariant at label L31. They state
that the edx register is greater than or equal to 0 and less
than the ontents of the integer stored at address eax + 4,
whi h is the length of the oeffi ients array. The fun tions ge and lt are x86 signed omparison operators and
will be dis ussed further in Se tion 5. We will say more
about loop invariants in general in Se tion 4, and about this
loop invariant in parti ular in Se tion 5.
To ompile ex eptions we use a setjmp/longjmp s heme.
Even though this s heme penalizes programs that exe ute
try statements but do not raise ex eptions, we preferred it
to the table-based s heme used by other Java ompilers (and
supported by the Java Virtual Ma hine) be ause the tables
onsume spa e even in ode that does not use them.
The example method shows a typi al ode sequen e for a
try- at h- nally blo k. The INSTALL_1HANDLER ma ro (Fig-

; Build and install a new ex eption handler

ma ro INSTALL_1HANDLER(Class,Blo k) =
all __Jv_GetEx Handler ; Get urrent handler ell
ANN_SYMBOLADDR
pushl $Blo k
; Code for the handler
ANN_SYMBOLADDR
pushl $Class
; Ex eption lass
pushl %ebp
; Current frame pointer
pushl $1
; Number of at h blo ks
pushl (%eax)
; Link to old handler
movl %esp, (%eax)
; Install new handler
ANN_INSTALLEDJAVAHANDLER(Blo k)

; Uninstall the last Num ex eption handlers

ma ro UNINSTALL_HANDLERS(Num) =
all __Jv_GetEx Handler ; Get urrent handler ell
movl <20*(Num-1)>(%esp), %ebx ; Get old handler
addl $<20*Num>, %esp
; Remove handlers
movl %ebx, (%eax)
; Restore old handler
ANN_UNINSTALLEDJAVAHANDLER(Num)

Figure 5: The ex eption-handler ma ros.
ure 5) shows that an ex eption handler is a 5-word stru ture, stored on the run-time sta k. Annotations indi ate
whi h immediate values are to be interpreted as symboli
addresses, and signal to the VC generator the point at whi h
the installation of an ex eption handler has been ompleted.
The UNINSTALL_HANDLERS ma ro is used to pop a given number of handlers o the sta k. User ex eptions are thrown by
a run-time system routine alled __Jv_Throw (not shown
here), whi h uninstalls all of the handlers up to and in luding the one to whi h it throws. The UNINSTALL_HANDLERS
ma ro is then used to uninstall any remaining handlers prior
to exiting the try blo k. An ex eption throw restores ebp to
the value stored in the handler and restores esp to its value
before the handler was pushed onto the sta k.
While example does not have any loops (and thus no
ANN_LOOP annotations), the use of ex eption handlers leads
to omplex ontrol ow. In Se tion 4.4, we will des ribe
how annotations su h as ANN_INSTALLEDJAVAHANDLER allow
the VC generator to a ount for the many possible ontrol
paths in this method.
4 Veri ation Condition Generation

The design of the veri ation ondition generator is largely
onventional, as des ribed for example in [14℄. For the bene t of those readers not familiar with veri ation ondition
generation for unstru tured languages we will brie y review
below the major issues. What di erentiates our implementation of VC generation is its use of annotations to understand
the obje t layout (Se tion 4.3) and the ontrol ow in the
presen e of ex eptions (Se tion 4.4).
4.1 A Glossary of Predi ate Constru tors
First we des ribe the meaning of several predi ate onstru tors that we use in our system to express both proof obligations and assumptions about the obje t layout and the lass
hierar hy. The following are expression onstru tors:



jfloat, jint and others are used to denote symbol-

i ally the set of valid representations for Java types

float and int.
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(jarray



(jinstof



T ) denotes the type of Java array obje ts
whose elements have type T .

C ) denotes the type of obje ts that are ompatible with the lass C . Classes and interfa es are
denoted in assertions using the symbol name of their
lass des riptor table.




T ) denotes the type of pointers to values of type
. This does not orrespond to a Java type.

(ptr
T



4.2 Overview of VC Generation
VC generation works with respe t to a parti ular safety poli y. VC generation examines the ode and the meta-data
(e.g., lass des riptors and virtual method tables) and he ks
a variety of simple synta ti onditions su h as that there are
no jumps outside the ode segment. When the VC generator en ounters operations that ould violate the safety poli y
(su h as memory operations) it produ es proof obligations
that, if satis ed, guarantee the safety of the operation.

E E ) denotes the 32-bit signed addition of E
and E . There are similar operators for other integer
and oating-point arithmeti operations.

(add

(sel4

To examine a single ontrol path, the VC generator s ans
the sequen e of ma hine instru tions from beginning to end.
As it s ans the path, it keeps tra k of (A) a set of logial predi ates that are known to be true at this point in
the s an, and (B) symboli values representing the ontents of ea h register. In our implementation, the registers
are the Pentium ma hine registers in luding the oatingpoint registers (named f0,. . . ,f7), the ondition- ode registers (eflags and fflags), the sta k slots of the urrent
frame (named lo 1,. . . ,lo n with lo 1 being the name of
the slot holding the rst in oming argument and lo 2 that
of the se ond in oming argument or of the return address
if only one argument has been pushed by the aller), and
a single pseudo-register named rm representing the ontents
of all other memory lo ations.
During its s an of the ode, the VC generator performs
the following steps for ea h ma hine instru tion:

0

0

M

) denotes the ontents of address

A

memory M .

A

in

(upd4 M A E ) denotes a memory like M but in whi h
address A has been bound to the value of E .

The following are predi ate onstru tors:



(size



(type



(lt




T

B

is B bytes.

) means that the size of a value of type

E T ) means that expression E denotes a value
that is a on rete representation for the type denoted
by T .
E E ) means that E is less than E using 32-bit
signed omparison. There are other signed omparison
operations su h as le, gt, et .
0

0

E

E

0

) means that

1. If there are safety restri tions on the instru tion (e.g.,
if it a esses memory), use the urrent values of (B)
to output a proof obligation representing a suÆ ient
ondition to establish safety for this instru tion. This
proof obligation is expressed as a predi ate, and must
be proved under the urrent assumptions in (A).
For example, if the VC generator en ounters a read
instru tion movl 4(%eax), %ebx it will reate the
proof obligation (saferd4 (add eax 4)), where eax is
the urrent symboli ontents of register eax and add
denotes the 32-bit two's- omplement addition as performed by the x86 pro essor. This proof obligation
an be satis ed when the address (add eax 4) an be
proved readable under the urrent assumptions in (A).
(See Se tion 4.1.)
The VC generator re ognizes ertain patterns of memory addresses as sta k addresses and thus a similar read
instru tion movl -20(%ebp), %ebx would be trated
as a simple move instru tion from pseudo-register lo i
to ebx for some integer i. The value of i depends on the
number of arguments in the sta k frame (see above).

is less than E using 32bit unsigned omparison. There are other unsigned
omparison operations su h as ule, ugt, et .

(ult

0

E

(saferd4 E ) means that it is safe to read four bytes
starting at the address denoted by E .





(jimplements



(vmethod



T

(nonnull

E

(jextends

interfa e I .

) means that

C

D

E

is not null.

) means that lass C extends lass D.

C

I

) means that lass

C

implements

C O S ) means that a method with signature S is at byte-o set O in lass C 's virtual method
table.
C O T ) means that an instan e
eld of type
is at byte-o set O in an obje t of lass C .

(ifield
T

The VC generator knows the meaning of some of these
onstru tors and it uses them to express the semanti s of
x86 ma hine instru tions. Examples of su h onstru tors
are add, sel4 and lt. But for the majority of onstru tors
the VC generator does not try to interpret them. Instead, it
is up to the prover and the proof he ker to do this interpretation. For this purpose their meaning is expressed in terms
of logi al rules of inferen e, as will be shown in Se tion 5.

2. If the instru tion hanges the value of any registers,
update (B) using the urrent values of (B).
For example, in the ase of the memory-read instru tion from above the symboli value of the register ebx
be omes (sel4 rm (add eax 4)), where rm is the urrent symboli value of the rm register. The sel4 operator is used to onstru t a symboli expression denoting
the 32-bit word ontained, in a given memory state, at
a given address. (See Se tion 4.1.)
3. If ne essary, update (A) using the urrent values of
(B). For instan e, following a onditional bran h the
VC generator will generate a new predi ate (the ondition for that arm) that will be used as an assumption
for the remainder of the path.
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There is a similar invariant me hanism that the ompiler
an insert at points of high bran hing or join fa tors, or at
joins of as aded if-then-else statements, in order to prevent
the possibility of exponential blowup of expanding a DAG
into a tree of paths.
The orre tness of the VC generation strategy des ribed
here is proved in [14℄.

For example, the ode dire tly following the sequen e
of instru tions:
mpl %eax, %ebx
jl Label

will be pro essed in the s ope of an additional assumption (ge ebx eax), where eax and ebx are the urrent
symboli ontents of the registers eax and ebx respe tively. Here ge denotes the result of the omparison
performed by the x86 onditional bran h instru tion
jge (i.e., when the jl bran h is not taken).

4.3 Handling of Class Meta-data
Before the VC generator s ans the body of a method it
examines the des ription of the lasses ontained in the
s anned exe utable. First it he ks the well-formedness of
the lass des ription tables using a pro edure similar to the
orresponding stage in the Java byte ode veri er [7℄.
Then the VC generator initializes the set of assumptions
(A) that will be used while ertifying the ode. For ea h lass
in the exe utable and ea h lass in the host-resident trusted
library (e.g., the JDK), the VC generator reates assumptions about the obje t layout (using ifield predi ates),
about virtual method table layout (using vmethod prediates), about the urrent lass hierar hy (using jextends
and jimplements predi ates), and others. (See Se tion 4.1.)
Intuitively, these assumptions will allow the erti ation of
eld a ess, virtual method invo ation and asting in the
untrusted ode. Examples of su h initial assumptions and
how they are used will be given in Se tion 5.

Above we have seen how the VC generator s ans a single
ontrol path. Essentially, it is en oding the operational semanti s of the ma hine ar hite ture (Pentium in this ase).
But VC generation must have a way to handle situations in
whi h there are a large or in nite number of distin t paths
(e.g., as aded if-then-else stru tures, loops with exits), and
in whi h paths have non-lo al ontrol (e.g., method alls).
The solution to all of these ases is fundamentally the same:
break the paths with logi al invariants at appropriate lo ations.
When the VC generator en ounters in the ode an annotation of the form
ANN_LOOP(INV=P , MODREG=R)

it knows that it is at the entry point of a loop, that the
set of predi ates P are invariants of the loop, and that only
registers mentioned in the set R an be modi ed around the
loop. When a s an of a ontrol path hits an annotation of
the above form, it performs a modi ed form of the three
VC-generation steps des ribed near the beginning of this
se tion:

4.4 Handling of Ex eptions

VC generation must examine all possible ontrol paths of a
program. Ex eptions introdu e new ontrol paths. Consider
the example obje t ode in Figure 4. There are nine possible
ontrol paths from the all of find to a ret instru tion:
1. All ode terminates normally.

1. A proof obligation is generated by substituting the urrent register values into P . This ensures that this
parti ular ontrol path indeed establishes the initial
invariant ondition.

2. find throws a NotFound ex eption to the at h handler, whi h. . .
(a) terminates normally.
(b) throws NullPointerEx eption.
( ) throws an ex eption while uninstalling the at hall handler during the all to __Jv_GexExnHandler.

2. For ea h register r 2 R, the symboli value of r is set
to a fresh opy of r. These values are given names like
eax_3 if this is the third fresh opy of register eax. For
all other registers r that do not hange in the loop,
the s an remembers the urrent symboli value of r in
order to verify later that r was indeed left unmodi ed
by the loop.
0

0

3. find throws a Throwable obje t (other than a NotFound
ex eption) to the at h-all handler

0

4. find terminates normally, but throws an ex eption
while uninstalling the at h and at h-all handlers during the all to __Jv_GetExnHandler. (Symmetri to
ases 2 and 3.)

3. An assumption is generated for the remainder of the
s an by substituting the register values omputed in the
previous step into P . This is the invariant assumption.
Then the s an ontinues. If it ever hits the above loop annotation again, the s an stops, a proof obligation is generated
exa tly as des ribed above, and in addition for ea h register
r 62 R, a proof obligation (= e e ) is generated, where e
was the symboli value of r that the s an remembered at
the loop entry, and e is the urrent symboli value of r .1
Note that the loop-invariant annotation is not trusted.
It merely fun tions as a \hint" to the VC generator, whi h
then veri es that the invariant does indeed hold. This is
an example of the prin iple that nothing in the untrusted
binary is trusted, not even the annotations.
0

Cases 2 and 4 should never happen with a well behaved runtime system. Nevertheless, the symboli evaluator in the VC
generator does not di erentiate between alls to untrusted
ode and alls to trusted ode su h as __Jv_GexExnHandler.
Instead, it onservatively assumes that any all may potentially throw any ex eption.
The VC generator keeps tra k of these ontrol paths by
maintaining a sta k of installed handlers as it s ans the ode.
The ompiler helps the VC generator do this by annotating
the pla es where the handlers are installed and uninstalled.
The following annotations are shown in Figure 5:

0

0

0

0

1 Unless a bug in the ompiler aused it to output a bad set R,
the expressions e and e0 should always be synta ti ally equivalent.
Be ause this ase is so ommon, the VC generator he ks synta ti
equivalen e and does not output the proof obligation in this ase.
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ANN_INSTALLEDJAVAHANDLER(H1 ; : : : ; Hk ) tells the VC

generator that the ma hine instru tion immediately



obje t ode. The se ond olumn shows the VC generation
along this ontrol path. The third olumn shows the generated proof of the VC. Re all from Se tion 4.2 the three steps
that VC generation performs on ea h ma hine instru tion.
The proof obligations that step 1 outputs are labeled with
\prove:" in the gure. This happens at two points:

pre eding this annotation is a memory write that installs a handler des riptor ontaining a sequen e of k
handlers whose ode begins at addresses H1 ; : : : ; Hk .
This annotation is used to install the ex eption handlers in a try statement with k at h blo ks.
ANN_UNINSTALLEDJAVAHANDLER(n) tells the VC generator that the ma hine instru tion immediately pre eding this annotation is a memory write that uninstalls
n handler des riptors.



For instan e, onsider again the ode in Figure 4. At the
point of the all to find, the VC generator knows from the
two pre eding ANN_INSTALLEDJAVAHANDLER annotations that
handlers at labels L51 and L52 have been pushed onto the
global sta k of a tive handlers. Therefore, the all to find
may result in an immediate transfer of ontrol to L52 ( ase 2
above) or to L51 ( ase 3 above), in addition to the possibility
of a normal return ( ases 1 and 4). The VC generator onsiders all of these paths as if the fun tion all were su eeded
by a titious multiway bran h instru tion. Additionally,
before pro eeding to onsider ea h of the urrent handler
instru tions, the VC generator adds the assertion that the
register eax ontains an instan e of the ex eption lass handled by the respe tive handler.
The annotations for installing and uninstalling ex eption
handlers have yet another purpose. Re all from the dis ussion at the beginning of this se tion that the VC generator
makes the assumption that the sta k slots are not aliased.
With this assumption it is sound to onsider the sta k slot
as an extension of the register le and not as arbitrary memory lo ations. This saves a large number of memory safety
proof obligations and also e e tively undoes the modi ations to the program that a spiller in the register allo ation
phase might have done. To ensure that this non-aliasing assumption is sound the VC generator does not allow saving
to arbitrary memory lo ations of registers that are known
to ontain sta k addresses.2
In our ompilation s heme for ex eptions the longjmp
data stru ture is stored on the sta k (to allow safe operation in the presen e of multiple threads) and the installation of a new handler involves storing the address of the
topmost handler into a per-thread global variable (whose address is returned by the __Jv_GetEx Handler). This is done
in our example by the last instru tion in the expansion of the
INSTALL_1HANDLER ma ro shown in Figure 5. Thus another
purpose of the ANN_INSTALLEDJAVAHANDLER annotation is to
mark su h spe ial memory writes. In the absen e of the
annotation the VC generator would stop and omplain that
its non-aliasing assumptions about the sta k frame might be
violated.



The flds instru tion reads an array element. The
safety pre onditions for this memory read generate two
proof obligations, whi h are shown immediately above
the flds instru tion.
At the jl instru tion, the ontrol- ow path that takes
the bran h must reestablish the loop invariant. The
resulting four proof obligations are shown below the jl
instru tion. (See Se tion 4.2 for further explanation of
loop invariants.)

The assumptions that step 3 generates are labeled with \An"
in the gure. Re all that these assumptions hold for the remainder of the path; hen e, they are labeled so the safety
proof an use them. Assumptions are generated at two
points:





The loop invariant supplies four assumptions (A37{
A40) for the loop body. These are shown immediately
after the ANN_LOOP onstru t. (See Se tion 4.2 for further explanation of loop invariants.)
At the jl instru tion, the ontrol- ow path that takes
the bran h generates an assumption from the urrent
symboli ondition- ode information. This assumption (A41) is shown immediately after the jl instru tion.

There are 36 additional assumptions (A1{A36) that are already in s ope by the time that the VC generator rea hes
the ode shown in the gure. Six of these (A10 and A30{A34)
are needed in the proofs and thus are shown in the gure
before the loop entry. Step 2, whi h performs the symboli
exe ution of the ode, is not shown in Figure 7 due to la k
of spa e. See Se tion 4.2 for further information about loop
invariants and other details of VC generation.
Re all from the dis ussion of loop invariants in Se tion 4.2
that the VC generator reates fresh opies of every register in
the MODREG set during the VC generation of the loop body.
This is why there are subs ripted forms of register names
su h as eax_3 in the example.
After VC generation, the proof generator erti es the
safety obligations output during step 1 of VC generation.
The gures show these proofs next to their respe tive obligations. The proofs are built upon the labeled assumptions
in s ope. The proof rules used in these examples are shown
in Figure 6. They are given in an abridged form of Elf [17℄,
an implementation LF [3℄. In the urried notation of Elf,
the inputs are the premises and the output is the on lusion. The notation \pf P " means a proof of predi ate P .
In these proof rules, a apitalized variable is onsidered to
be universally quanti ed.
For example, onsider the proof of

5 Certifying the Annotated Binaries

It is beyond the s ope of this paper to des ribe the erti ation of the entire root- nding program. Instead, we fo us in
detail on the hand-optimized loop in the eval method. The
erti ation pro ess for this segment is shown in Figure 7.
For simpli ity, the fx h instru tion at the loop entry has
been moved to PC 119; this has no e e t on VC generation,
but makes the ontrol ow of the example easier to dis uss.
First we explain some notation used in Figure 7. There
are three olumns in the gure. The rst olumn shows
a single ontrol path through a fragment of disassembled

(type (fmul f7_3 lo 1_1) jfloat)

near the bottom of Figure 7. The proof is the appli ation
of axiom fmulf to two arguments, A39 and A33. Consulting
Figure 6, fmulf is a urried two-argument fun tion over two
universally quanti ed variables (denoted by apital letters),
E and E'. This fun tion, when given proofs of the predi ates
(type E jfloat) and (type E' jfloat), yields a proof of

2 This does not in lude the memory lo ations that are known to be
in the sta k frame. They are onsidered just like extra registers.
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instFld: pf
pf
pf
pf

(ifield C OFF T) ->
(type E (jinstof C)) ->
(nonnull E) ->
(type (add E OFF) (ptr T)).

tyField: pf (type ADDR (ptr T)) ->
pf (type M mem) ->
pf (type (sel4 M ADDR) T).

faddf: pf (type E jfloat) -> pf (type E' jfloat) ->
pf (type (fadd E E') jfloat).
fmulf: pf (type E jfloat) -> pf (type E' jfloat) ->
pf (type (fmul E E') jfloat).
szfloat: pf (size jfloat 4).

rdArray4: pf
pf
pf
pf
pf
pf

(type A (jarray T)) ->
(type M mem) ->
(nonnull A) ->
(size T 4) ->
(arridx OFF 4 (sel4 M (add A 4))) ->
(saferd4 (add A OFF)).

tyArray4: pf
pf
pf
pf
pf
pf

(type A (jarray T)) ->
(type M mem) ->
(nonnull A) ->
(size T 4) ->
(arridx OFF 4 (sel4 M (add A 4))) ->
(type (sel4 M (add A OFF)) T).

geswap: pf (ge E E') -> pf (le E' E).
lt_b: pf (le 0 E) -> pf (lt E E') ->
pf (ult E E').
ge_add1: pf (lt E E'') -> pf (ge E E') ->
pf (ge (add E 1) E').
sub0 hk: pf (neq E 0) -> pf (nonnull E).
below1: pf (ult I LEN) -> pf (below I LEN).
aidxi: pf (below I LEN) ->
pf (arridx (add (imul I SIZE) 8) SIZE LEN).

Figure 6: The proof rules used in Figure 7.
(type (fmul E E') jfloat). In other words the multipliation (fmul) of any two Java oats is a Java oat. In this
ase: E is f7_3, and assumption A39 is the proof of its type;
E' is lo 1_1, and assumption A33 is the proof of its type.

repla ed by (sel4 rm_1 (add lo 2_1 4)). The reason is
that, unlike the other registers that appear in the invariant,
eax is not modi ed around the loop. This fa t is given
as part of the ANN_LOOP annotation in the obje t le: eax
is not in luded in the MODREG set and is thus marked as
unmodi ed by the loop. (See Figure 3 for the MODREG set
of this invariant.) As des ribed above and in Se tion 4.2, for
every register in the MODREG set, the VC generator reates
a fresh subs ripted form of the register at the beginning of
the loop. But for ea h register that is not in the MODREG
set, the VC generator starts the s an of the loop body with
the symboli value of that register upon loop entry, and
then veri es or emits a proof obligation at the end of the
loop that its symboli value did not hange (and hen e is
valid for all loop iterations). In this ase, eax holds the
hoisted omputation of the this. oeffi ients eld, whi h
is at byte-o set 4 from this. (this was passed in sta k slot
lo 2.)
As explained above, assumption A10 gives the lo ation
and type of this. oeffi ients. Also, there are some relevant assumptions that were generated before the loop entry:
lo 2 (this) is a nonnull obje t that is Java- astable to Poly,
lo 1 (x) is a jfloat, and the value at byte-o set 4 of lo 2
(this. oeffi ients) is not 0. This last assumption ame
from a null he k that was hoisted out of the loop, so it
should not be surprising that it will be needed to ertify the
loop.
The rst instru tion in the loop is a memory read of
this. oeffi ients[i℄ into the oating-point unit. This
instru tion indu es two proof obligations. First, the address
must be safe to read; se ond, its value must be a jfloat.
The proofs of these two obligations are fairly intri ate, but
one an get a qui k intuition for them by ignoring the proof
rules and just looking at the assumptions they use. In this
ase, they use A10 (lo ation and type of the oeffi ients
eld), A30{A32 (this is a nonnull obje t that is Java- astable
to Poly), A34 (enough to prove that this. oeffi ients
is nonnull), and A37{A38 (enough to prove that edx is in
bounds).
After the oating-point omputations, we tra e the path
that loops ba k to PC 109, hen e generating assumption A41

We now des ribe the erti ation example in Figure 7
in detail. To relate ba k to Se tion 4.3, the examples in
this se tion do not illustrate any global initial assumptions,
but they do illustrate assumptions that the VC generator
extra ts from the Class Des ription Tables (CDTs) of untrusted ode. Assumption A10 of Figure 7 was produ ed
by the VC generator when it s anned the CDT of the Poly
lass. This assumption says that there is an instan e eld
that is an array of oats at byte-o set 4 within a Poly obje t. (Referring to the Java sour e in Figure 2, this is the
oeffi ients eld.)
This loop begins at PC 109 (or label L31 in Figure 3)
with an invariant predi ate that is parsed from an ANN_LOOP
annotation (originally shown in Figure 3) in the obje t le.
The invariant says (1) that oating-point registers f6, whi h
holds sour e variable term, and f7, whi h holds sour e variable result, are indeed loaded with jfloat values; and (2)
that edx, whi h holds sour e variable i, is nonnegative and
less than the value in memory lo ation (add eax 4), whi h
is the length of the this. oeffi ients array. Register eax
holds this. oeffi ients, and an array obje t stores its
length at byte-o set 4 and its omponents starting at byteo set 8.
This invariant must be established every time ontrol
ows to PC 109. This an happen in two ways: during
initial loop entry and through the onditional jump from
PC 121. Figure 7 does not show how the loop invariant is
established upon initial loop entry; rather, it illustrates the
ontrol path that begins at PC 109 with the loop invariant as
an assumption (assumptions A37{A40) and ends ba k at PC
109 with the loop invariant as a proof obligation (the four
proof obligations shown after the end of the ode segment).
There is a subtlety in assumption A37. Whereas almost all
of the registers in the loop invariant were repla ed by fresh
subs ripted forms of themselves in assumptions A37{40 (for
reasons dis ussed earlier in this se tion), register eax was
8

OBJECT CODE

VC GENERATION

PROOF GENERATION

A10: (ifield __CL_4root4Poly 4
(jarray jfloat))
...
A30: (type rm_1 mem)
A31: (nonnull lo 2_1)
A32: (type lo 2_1 (jinstof __CL_4root4Poly))
A33: (type lo 1_1 jfloat)
A34: (neq (sel4 rm_1 (add lo 2_1 4)) 0)

(L31:)
109: ANN_LOOP(
INV = {
(lt
edx
(sel4 rm (add eax 4))),
(ge edx 0),
(type f7 jfloat),
(type f6 jfloat)},
MODREG = ...)
A37: (lt
edx_3
(sel4 rm_1
(add (sel4 rm_1 (add lo 2_1 4)) 4)))
A38: (ge edx_3 0)
A39: (type f7_3 jfloat)
A40: (type f6_3 jfloat)
prove: (saferd4
(add (sel4 rm_1 (add lo 2_1 4))
(add (imul edx_3 4) 8)))

10d:
10f:
111:
113:
116:
117:
119:
121:

flds 8(%eax, %edx, 4)
fmul %st(2), %st(0)
faddp
fx h %st(1)
fmuls 12(%ebp)
in l %edx
mpl %e x, %edx
fx h %st(1)
jl 109

prove: (type (sel4 rm_1
(add (sel4 rm1 (add lo 2_1 4))
(add (imul edx_3 4) 8)))
jfloat)

(rdArray4
(tyField (instFld A10 A32 A31)
A30 (sub0 hk A34) szfloat
(aidxi 4 (below1 (lt_b (geswap
A37))))
(tyArray4
(tyField (instFld A10 A32 A31)
A30 (sub0 hk A34) szfloat
(aidxi 4 (below1 (lt_b (geswap
A37))))

A30)
A38)
A30)
A38)

A41: (lt (add edx_3 1)
(sel4 rm_1
(add (sel4 rm_1 (add lo 2_1 4))
4)))
prove: (lt (add edx_3 1)
(sel4 rm_1
(add (sel4 rm_1 (add lo 2_1 4))
4)))

A41

prove: (ge (add edx_3 1) 0)

(ge_add1 A37 A38)

prove: (type (fmul f7_3 lo 1_1) jfloat)

(fmulf A39 A33)

prove: (type (fadd
(faddf
(fmul
(fmulf
(sel4 rm_1
(tyArray4
(add (sel4 rm_1 (add lo 2_1 4))
(tyField (instFld A10 A32 A31) A30)
(add (imul edx_3 4) 8)))
A30 (sub0 hk A34) szfloat
f7_3)
(aidxi 4 (below1 (lt_b (geswap A38)
f6_3)
A37))))
jfloat)
A39)
A40)

Figure 7: The erti ation of the hand-optimized loop in Poly.eval.
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that states that an in rement of edx by 1 is still less than
the length of this. oeffi ients.
Finally, the VC generator outputs the four onditions to
reestablish the loop invariant. Proving that the new values
of f6 and f7 are of type jfloat is straightforward, using
standard proof rules su h as faddf and fmulf to des end
indu tively into their symboli stru ture and build on top
of the initial types of f6 and f7 and the type of the a essed array element. But proving that (add edx 1) is still
nonnegative is subtle be ause of 32-bit modular arithmeti .
Hen e the ge_add1 proof rule shown in Figure 6. This rule
intuitively says that if there exists some number E'' that is
bigger than E using signed 32-bit omparison, then adding
1 to E using signed 32-bit arithmeti will not ause its value
to over ow and be ome 231 . Even though the underlying domain of logi al values is the set of integers, the speial x86 operators su h as sublt and add ast them to
the appropriate signed or unsigned 32-bit numbers. For instan e, ( sublt x y ) means that (x + 231 ) mod 232 231 <
(y + 231 ) mod 232 231 See Se tion 6 for an example of how
this rule prote ts against an unsafe optimization.
The proof of the entire eval method (not just this loop)
is 246 bytes.

programmers. The proof-generator has been under development for about 5 months by one full-time programmer.
Part of the rapidity of the development pro ess an be
attributed to our use of the ML language (spe i ally, the
Obje tive Caml diale t [6℄). However, a major fa tor has
also been our use of the proof generator as a debugging
tool. In parti ular, we have observed that many bugs in
the ompiler and in our understanding of the run-time system interfa e are exposed by the proof generation pro ess.
Furthermore, the debugging output produ ed by the proof
generator oftentimes allows us to identify qui kly the nature
of the bug. Many of these bugs would have been extremely
diÆ ult to un over by standard testing te hniques. Therefore, we believe that PCC has saved us possibly many weeks
of development time.
To illustrate this point, onsider Figure 8, whi h shows
ex erpts of the diagnosti output of our proof generator
when bugs are inserted into the target ode for the eval
method.
Figure 8a shows the output when the faddp instru tion
within the loop in Figure 7 is repla ed by a similar oatingpoint add that fails to pop the FPU sta k. This would be
a typi al manifestation of a bug in whi h the register alloator loses tra k of the state of the FPU sta k. The VC
generator uses a register named ftop to denote the position of the FPU sta k pointer. In this ase, the position of
ftop after ea h iteration of the loop is o by one. However,
ftop was not in the MODREG set in the loop invariant and
so the VC generator must ensure that the value of ftop is
preserved between loop iterations. With the orre t ode
shown in Figure 7, the VC generator's symboli evaluation
produ ed a value of 6 for ftop both at the loop entry and
after one iteration. But when the faddp instru tion is altered as des ribed above, the VC generator outputs the additional proof obligation (= 5 6) be ause the value of ftop
at the end of the loop body has hanged (to 5) and must
be proven equal to the value at the beginning of the loop
body (6). The proof generator outputs a diagnosti explaining that it annot prove this predi ate, reports where in the
ode this proof obligation is (0x0109, whi h is the lo ation
of the loop invariant), and des ribes the kind of proof obligation (CKINVEQ, whi h means an equality predi ate indu ed
by a register not marked as modi ed in the MODREG set of
an invariant). In our experien e, register allo ation bugs
of this sort almost always result in su h nonsensi al proof
obligations.
Figure 8b is an example of a ode-generation bug outside the s ope Figure 7, so the reader must refer to Figure 3,
whi h shows the entire ode for the eval method. Blo k L32
is the blo k that returns the result of the method; this blo k
assumes upon entry that lo al variable term is on top of
the FPU sta k and that lo al variable result is the next
value in the FPU sta k. There are two ways that L32 an
be rea hed. The \normal" ase is via the jmp instru tion at
the loop exit. The \rare" ase is from blo k L47 immediately before it. The rare ase happens when eval is invoked
on a polynomial with a length-0 oeffi ients array. In
this ase, the jle instru tion in blo k L42 skips the loop
altogether. But at this point not even the initial values for
term and result have been pushed onto the FPU sta k.
Therefore, blo k L47 is ompensation ode that puts the
FPU sta k into a onsistent state by loading 0:0 values for
term and result before joining up with the \normal" ase
at L32. Figure 8b shows what happens when one of the fldz
instru tions in blo k L47 is deleted. This is an example of
a bug in the ompensation routine of the register allo ator.

6 Developing a PCC-generating Compiler

The previous se tions hint at the omplexity and tedium of
reasoning about the orre tness of an optimizing ompiler
and run-time system for a realisti programming language.
In this se tion, we demonstrate how PCC helps to automate
this detailed reasoning that otherwise must be done by hand.
Of the four main omponents of our PCC system, only
the VC generator and proof he ker are used by the host. In
other words, these two omponents, whi h we refer to as the
PCC infrastru ture, must be in orporated into the trusted
omputing base of the host. Thus, their orre tness has a dire t bearing on safety. The ompiler and proof generator, on
the other hand, make use of the PCC infrastru ture to he k
every target program and proof that they produ e. Hen e,
safety violations that result from ompiler and proof generator bugs will always be aught before transmitting them to
the host, assuming no bugs in the PCC infrastru ture.
For this reason, it is important that the PCC infrastru ture be simple and small. The urrent VC generator is written in C and onsists of approximately 23K lines of ode.
About 2.5K lines of this is a plug-in to the main VC generator that implements Java onstru ts. Another 4K lines
or so implement a largely generi symboli evaluator for the
x86 instru tion set, and the remainder is spread over tasks
su h as debugging assertions, binary- le parsing, LF representation, and so forth. The urrent proof he ker is also
written in about 1.4K lines of C ode, in luding debugging
assertions. It is largely un hanged from the proof he ker
des ribed in [14℄, and is generi with respe t to the set of
proof rules. For our urrent Java system, we use a proof
system de ned in about 130 rules, taking up about 700 lines
of LF spe i ation. Taken all together, the PCC infrastru ture, in luding both the VC generator and the proof he ker,
ompiles and links into a single 52KB exe utable. All line
ounts in lude whitespa e and omments.
The ompiler is implemented in about 33K lines of ML
ode, and the proof generator in about 9K lines. Both omponents are still under heavy development, and hen e are
growing steadily. The ompiler has been under development
for approximately 12 months by two full-time programmers,
with some ontributions by a small number of part-time
10

Failed to prove _eval__4root4PolyF...
At %!COMM CKINVEQ 0x0109...
Under assumptions [...℄...
Could not prove (= 5 6)

Failed to prove _eval__4root4PolyF...
At %!COMM RET 0x0126...
Under assumptions [...℄...
Could not prove (type f0_1 jfloat)

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Proof generator diagnosti s when (a) the faddp in the loop in Figure 7 is repla ed by fadd %st,%st(1), and (b)
one of the fldz instru tions in blo k L47 in Figure 3 is removed.
ANN_LOOP(INV = f(le edx (sel4 rm (add eax 4))), (ge edx 0), (type f7 jfloat), (type f6 jfloat)g
MODREG = ...)
Failed to prove _eval__4root4PolyF
At %!COMM MEMRD 0x0109...
Under assumptions
[...,
(type lo 1_1 jfloat),
(nonnull lo 2_1),
(type lo 2_1 (jinstof __CL_4root4Poly)),
(neq (sel4 rm_1 (add lo 2_1 4)) 0),
(le edx_3 (sel4 rm_1 (add (sel4 rm_1 (add lo 2_1 4)) 4))),
(ge edx_3 0),
(type f7_3 jfloat),
(type f6_3 jfloat)℄...
Could not prove
(saferd4 (add (sel4 rm_1 (add lo 2_1 4)) (add (imul edx_3 4) 8)))
Could not prove
(arridx (add (imul edx_3 4) 8) 4 (sel4 rm_1 (add (sel4 rm_1 (add lo 2_1 4)) 4)))
Could not prove
(below edx_3 (sel4 rm_1 (add (sel4 rm_1 (add lo 2_1 4)) 4)))
Could not prove
(ult edx_3 (sel4 rm_1 (add (sel4 rm_1 (add lo 2_1 4)) 4)))

Figure 9: Proof generator diagnosti when lt is repla ed by le in the loop invariant of Figure 7 (shown underlined).
In this ase, the proof generator sees that result register
f0 does not ontain a valid oating-point value. We note
that this bug, whi h is typi al of ompensation errors in the
ompiler, ould be extremely diÆ ult to at h by testing
be ause the ontrol- ow path in question is unlikely to be
taken in typi al test inputs.
While these examples show the bene ts of using a proof
system to he k the output of a ompiler, the requirement
that the ompiler generate annotations introdu es opportunities for bugs that are not present in a non- ertifying
ompiler. Indeed, at one point during development we saw
a signi ant proportion of our bugs turning up as errors in
the generated invariants. For an example, onsider Figure 9,
in whi h the lt in the loop invariant from Figure 7 has mistakenly been repla ed by an le. Unlike the previous gures,
here we show more details of the diagnosti output of the
proof generator. The output provides the address of the instru tion at whi h the proof generation failed, followed by a
partial list of the assumptions olle ted to this point. Then,
a sequen e of the subgoals that have failed to prove is listed.
With this error, the proof generator is unable to prove
the safety of the array a ess in the loop, be ause the invariant allows the loop ounter to equal, rather than be stri tly
less than, oeffi ients.length. In the diagnosti output,
the last subgoal, (ult edx_3 ...), is similar to one of the
assumptions, (le edx_3 ...), whi h immediately indi ates
an error in the ode generated for the loop ounter or an
error in the generated loop invariant.
In some ases, seemingly orre t optimizations are shown
to be in orre t during proof generation. Consider, for exam-

Failed to prove _eval__4root4PolyF
At %!COMM INV1 0x0109...
Under assumptions [...℄...
Could not prove
(ge (add edx_3 2) 0)

Figure 10: Proof generator diagnosti when the in l instru tion in Figure 7 is repla ed with addl $2,%edx.
ple, a slight hange to the eval loop in Figure 7 in whi h the
loop ounter is in remented by 2 instead of 1. In this ase,
the proof generator emits the diagnosti message shown (in
ex erpted form) in Figure 10. The diagnosti indi ates that
the loop ounter, when in remented by 2, annot be proven
to be greater than or equal to 0, due to the possibility that
it might be ome 231 in twos- omplement arithmeti . See
the end of Se tion 5 for further explanation. While this situation is unlikely to o ur in pra ti al settings, it illustrates
the fa t that PCC he ks safety in all possible exe ution
s enarios.
Finally, we found that the proof generator helped us
to nd errors in our spe i ation of the run-time system.
To see an example of this, onsider Figure 11. This gure shows the spe i ation for the run-time system routine
alled __Jv_newFloatArray, whi h is used to allo ate new
Java oating-point arrays. The spe i ation is given as a
pair of a pre ondition, whi h states that the length parameter must be non-negative, and a post ondition, whi h states
that the array obje t is returned in register eax and that
11

ondition generator an pro ess ma hine ode that involves
indire t fun tion alls or non-lo al ontrol ow.
We urrently use a semanti model of rst-order types
based on that des ribed in [14℄. To handle obje ts in an efient way we had to extend the veri ation ondition generator with a module that understands the details of Javaobje t representation. A more elegant solution ould probably be obtained using the more omplete semanti model
of types of Appel and Felty [1℄, provided it is rst extended
to handle mutable data stru tures.
The literature ontains reports on a number of ertifying
ompilers. One of the most well-known is Sun's java ompiler for Java to Java byte odes. Its purpose is quite similar
to that of Spe ial J. The issues are however mu h simpler
be ause the language of byte odes is so mu h more abstra t
than the optimized assembly language that we want to generate and he k. Other ertifying ompilers that maintain
types through ompilation but drop them before nal ode
generation are TIL [19℄ and Flint [18℄. Most related to Speial J are the Pop orn [8℄ and Cy lone [4℄ ertifying ompilers whose output language is typed assembly language
(TAL) [10, 9℄. A TAL program ontains assembly language
along with typing annotations and TAL pseudo-instru tions
that are used by the TAL type he ker to he k the assembly
language program. Upon lose inspe tion a TAL program
looks very similar to our annotated assembly language. This
suggests that the ertifying ompilation aspe t of Spe ial J
and Pop orn are similar in prin iple. We use proof- arrying
ode as the output language be ause it is more general and
relies on a simpler trusted omponent (the proof he ker
ompared to the TAL type he ker).

PRE = f(ge lo 1 0))g
POST = f(type eax (jarray jfloat)),
(= (sel4 rm (+ eax 4)) lo 1')g
Failed to prove _example__4root4Root
Under assumptions [...℄...
Could not prove
(safeb opy (add eax_2 8) _CT_4root4Root_5 8)

Figure 11: Proof generator diagnosti when the underlined
post ondition is omitted from __Jv_newFloatArray.
the obje t's length eld is initialized with the value of the
length parameter. In our rst version of this spe i ation,
we erroneously omitted the length- eld initialization ondition from the post ondition. With this omission, the proof
generation of the example method in Figure 4 fails, with a
diagnosti message that indi ates that the new oat array
is not safe to initialize. We do not have the spa e in this
paper to provide the details of this example.
7 Experimental Results

The Spe ial J ompiler and the asso iated prover are still under a tive development and we ontinue to extend the range
of programs being ompiled and validated. In this se tion
we present some early experimental results with the intention to shed some light on the answers to questions su h as
how large type safety proofs are and how expensive theorem
proving and proof he king are ompared to ompilation.
We show in Table 1, for a few of our internal test ases
the proof sizes ompared with the ode sizes (both in binary
form as they appear in the obje t le), and the theorem
proving and he king times ompared with the ompilation
times. This data shows that proofs for these small programs
are relatively small, on average about 85% of the ode size.
The proof he king time is negligible ompared with the
ompilation and theorem proving time. All measurements
were performed on a ma hine using a Pentium Pro running
at 300Mhz. The ost of proof he king is in pra ti e linear
in the size of the proofs. Also, when the proofs ertify type
safety their size is also linear in the size of the program to
be type he ked, at least for the type systems of Java and
safe-C (used in Tous htone).

9 Con lusion

We have implemented a PCC system and ertifying ompiler
that generates optimized x86 PCC binaries from Java sour e
programs. The ertifying ompiler is largely onventional,
ex ept that it produ es a small number of annotations in the
target ode to support VC and proof generation. The ompiler performs register allo ation and some global optimizations, in luding a form of partial redundan y elimination.
The annotated target ode is then pro essed by a small and
fast PCC infrastru ture onsisting of a veri ation- ondition
(VC) generator, proof generator, and proof he ker. Assembling the ode and proof together results in a PCC binary
that any host an qui kly and reliably he k for type safety.
The VC generator and proof he ker are quite omplete
and have been stable for several months. The ompiler and
proof generator, on the other hand, are still under heavy
development. At present, the ompiler handles a large subset of the Java features, in luding obje ts, ex eptions, and
oating-point arithmeti . However, there are several key
features that have yet to be implemented, in luding threads
and dynami lass loading. Also, a number of important
optimizations are not yet nished, in luding the elimination
of null-pointer and array-bounds he ks, and the sta k alloation of non-es aping obje ts. Ea h new optimization typi ally requires additional support (often in the form of new
proof rules) in the proof generator. And, as with any optimizing ompiler for a large language, a onsiderable amount
of performan e tuning and debugging is still required. But
as we have shown in this paper, PCC provides an ex ellent
debugging tool for this ompiler development.
In summary, we believe that our experien e thus far allows us to on lude that PCC does indeed \s ale up" to

8 Related Work

The whole area of ertifying ompilation an be viewed as a
spe ial instan e of result he king [20℄, in whi h the software
being he ked is a ompiler and the property being he ked
is well typedness. In this ase, as it is true for result he king
in general, it turns out to be easier to verify properties of the
output of the ompilation instead of verifying the orre tness
of the ompiler implementation.
The starting point and inspiration for the Spe ial J ompiler des ribed in this paper was the Tou hstone ertifying
ompiler [15℄ whose sour e language is a small safe subset of
the C programming language. The major advan e of Speial J over Tou hstone is the s ope of the sour e language
ompiled whi h in turn ne essitates the handling of nontrivial run-time me hanisms su h as obje t representation,
dynami method dispat h and ex eption handling. A further ontribution of the present paper over previous publi ations on proof- arrying ode lies in a detailed presentation
of the ode-annotation me hanism by whi h a veri ation
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Test
inspe tion
trees
root
g2
spsmall
basi
fdivtest
subtest
handle
oat mp
handle3
a kerman

Code Size
(bytes)
2120
1052
864
816
292
242
248
232
212
208
200
132

Proof Size
(bytes) (% of ode)
1244
58%
1404
133%
450
52%
374
46%
342
117%
130
53%
320
129%
320
138%
94
44%
112
54%
110
55%
36
28%

Compilation Proving Che king
time (ms) time (ms) time (ms)
1820
2210
3.48
980
1240
3.60
735
920
1.04
407
460
0.88
344
310
0.67
157
230
0.41
188
158
0.69
188
157
0.69
172
313
0.34
141
157
0.22
188
166
0.30
110
94
0.06

Table 1: The experimental results for a few of our internal ompiler test ases. We show the ma hine ode size, the size of
the binary en oding of proofs, and the time it takes to ompile, prove, and he k type safety.
handle the enfor ement of type safety for languages of realisti size and omplexity. Sin e the size of the annotations
and the proofs required for ertifying type safety in reases
linearly with the size of the program we do expe t our system to s ale up to the erti ation of large programs.
During our development proje t, the main impediment
to further progress has been in the onventional aspe ts of
ompiler development; rarely did the spe ial requirements
imposed by PCC get in the way. In future work, we plan
to release our urrent system for publi use. Also of great
interest is to extend the safety poli y to go beyond Java type
safety, in parti ular to allow enfor ement of some onstraints
on the use of resour es su h as exe ution time and memory.
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